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Abstract—The development of recent engineering systems has
introduced increasing levels of complexity and uncertainty over
time. Combined with the planning philosophy of engineering
itself, this has given rise to several studies addressing the
straightforward or multi-objective optimization problems
present in these complex systems. Although conventional
approaches are often applied to engineering optimization
depends largely on the character of problem, but they suffered to
supply some quick and reasonable feedback to designers and
can't be challenging to further possible problems. However,
researchers prefer quasi-Newton methodsto solve the
unconstrained non-linear optimization problems, using updating
the approximation to the inverse Hessian. This technique is a
computationally expensive operation and, therefore, in this
paper we investigate the possibility of skipping update of
Hessian approximation on every second step. The experimental
results show that the new methods (i.e. with skipping) give better
performance in general than existing two-step methods,
particularly as the dimension of the test problem increases.
Keywords—unconstrained non-linear optimization, quasiNewton methods, approximation to the inverse Hessian,
skipping updates, two-step methods.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Optimization theory is one of the fundamental theory
examined in various mathematical branches such as control
theory, linear algebra, calculus of variation, linear programming
and game theory etc. Optimization problems arises in various
fields of science, engineering, economics, business management
and space technology etc. Taking simple examples such as,
reducing of cost and minimizing profit, finding elevated point of
throw for known initial speed.
For the solution of such problems, different optimization
techniques are available. To deal such problems, the iterative
methods are best in solution. The improvement of efficiency and
convergence of iterative method always motivated researchers

to work on this method to get best result, further see [3]. Non
Linear optimization problem can be solved using various
techniques such as, Newton’s method, Conjugate gradient
method, Golden section method and many other. Among these
methods Newton’s method is of the most interest to get the
desired optimal solution. In case of high dimmensions, the
Hessian calculation becomes expensive. To overcome this
difficulty, researchers introduced various techniques such as,
Newon’s method with sparse matrix estimation techniques,
Quasi-Newton method and partitioned Quasi-Newton method,
further we refer [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
The fact that optimization theory is now used in nearly all
branches of life motivates researchers to either develop new
improved methods or to further develop the performance of
existing methods. This fact also motivated us to further explore
the existing single/multi-step quasi-Newton methods for
unconstrained non-linear optimization. As it is evident from
literature that in many situations, one of the more expensive
operations in the code for a quasi-Newton method is the
updating of the inverse Hessian approximation 𝐻𝑖 to produce
𝐻𝑖+1 . Thus this issue is strongly needed to be addressed to
reduce the computational expanse and time.
In order to address the said issue a new technique, of
skipping the Hessian update in every second iteration, is
introduced. In order to get the Current Hessian approximation,
two-step methods, employ data from more than one previous
step. BFGS formula is also utilised by the two-step method but
replacing the vectors normally employed in the BFGS formula
by the vectors determined by the two-step version of the quasiNewton equation. Hence to explain, in-detail, the process of
two-step methods, we consider the problem of the unconstrained
minimization of a twice differentiable objective function 𝑓(𝑥)
(where 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 ), using two-step quasi-Newton methods. The
gradient and Hessian of 𝑓 are denoted by 𝑔 and 𝐺, respectively.
In standard quasi-Newton methods the approximation 𝐵𝑖+1 to
the Hessian 𝐺(𝑥𝑖+1 ) is required to satisfy the secant equation
𝐵𝑖+1 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖

(1)
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where𝑠𝑖 is the step in the variable space and 𝑦𝑖 is the
corresponding step in the gradient space, defined by
𝑠𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑖
And
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑔(𝑥𝑖+1 ) − 𝑔(𝑥𝑖 )
Clearly, in performing the update of 𝐵𝑖 to produce 𝐵𝑖+1
these methods employ data from just one step, and so we refer
to them as single-step methods. In the case of two-step quasiNewton methods, the approximation 𝐵𝑖+1 is required, instead,
to satisfy a condition of the form
𝐵𝑖+1 (𝑠𝑖 − 𝛾𝑖 𝑠𝑖−1 ) = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝛾𝑖 𝑦𝑖−1
Or
𝐵𝑖+1 (𝑠𝑖 − 𝛾𝑖 𝑠𝑖−1 ) = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝛾𝑖 𝑦𝑖−1 say

(2)
(3)

Ford and Moghrabi noted that the derivation of this relation
depends on the construction of interpolating quadratic curves
{𝑥(𝜏)} and {ℎ(𝜏)} [9], where 𝜏 ∈ ℛ:
𝑥(𝜏𝑗 ) = 𝑥𝑖+𝑗−1 ,
𝑗 = 0, 1, 2,
ℎ(𝜏𝑗 ) = 𝑔(𝑥𝑖+𝑗−1 ),
𝑗 = 0, 1, 2.
Thus 𝐺(𝑥𝑖+1 ) will satisfy the relation
𝐺(𝑥𝑖+1 )𝑥 ′ (𝜏2 ) = 𝐺(𝑥(𝜏2 ))𝑥 ′ (𝜏2 ) = 𝑔′ (𝑥(𝜏2 )),
(4)
where derivatives with respect to 𝜏 are denoted by primes. If
we consider
𝑟𝑖 ≝ 𝑥 ′ (𝜏2 )
and
𝑤𝑖 ≝ ℎ′ (𝜏2 ) ≈ 𝑔′ (𝑥(𝜏2 ))
and substitute these relations in equation (4), we obtain a
relation of the form
(2)/(3). Then 𝐵𝑖+1 can be obtained by use of the the Broyden–
Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) formula
𝐵𝑖+1 = 𝐵𝑖 −

𝐵𝑖 𝑟𝑖 𝑟𝑖𝑇 𝐵𝑖
𝑟𝑖𝑇 𝐵𝑖 𝑟𝑖

+

𝑤𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑇
𝑤𝑖𝑇 𝑟𝑖

.

(5)

The value of the scalar i in equation (2) is given by
𝛿2
𝛾𝑖 =
,
2𝛿 + 1
Where
𝜏2 − 𝜏1
𝛿=
.
𝜏1 − 𝜏0
Extensive numerical experiments have confirmed the need
for care in choosing three values {𝜏𝑘 }2𝑘=0 . Ford and Moghrabi
[2] described one successful method for choosing suitable
values, involving distances computed by using a metric
𝜑𝑀 (𝑧1 , 𝑧2 ) = √(𝑧1 − 𝑧2 )𝑇 𝑀(𝑧1 − 𝑧2 ) ∀ 𝑧1 , 𝑧2
∈ ℛ 𝑛 , (6)
where M is a symmetric positive dfinite matrix in 𝑅𝑛×𝑛 .
This leads to the adoption of the following two approaches for
definition of the set {𝜏}2𝑘=0 [2],
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A. Accumulative Approach
Taking 𝜏2 = 0, the values 𝜏1 and 𝜏0 are computed by
accumulating distances between consecutive pairs of points
[2]. Hence
𝜏2 = 0; 𝜏𝑘 = 𝜏𝑘+1 − 𝜑𝑀 (𝑥𝑖+𝑘 , 𝑥𝑖+𝑘−1 ), for 𝑘 = 0, 1.
B. Fixed Point Approach
Again we take τ2 = 0, but this time find the values of τ1
and τ0 by measuring the distances from x(i+1) to xi and x(i-1)
directly [2]. It follows thatτ2 =0; τk=−𝜑𝑀 (𝑥𝑖+𝑘 , 𝑥𝑖+𝑘−1 ), for
k=0,1.
For both approaches, possible choices of the weighting matrix
M are


M = I;



M = Bi;



M = B(i+1).

Each choice gives rise to a corresponding algorithm, which
we represent by A1, A2, A3 (accumulative methods) and F1, F2,
F3 (fixed-point methods), respectively.
Numerical experiments with these methods showed
significant improvements over the standard single-step BFGS
method [2].
II.

SKIPPING TECHNIQUE

In many situations, one of the more expensive operations in
the code for a quasi-Newton method is the updating of the
inverse Hessian approximation 𝐻𝑖 (= 𝐵 −1 ) to produce 𝐻𝑖+1 .
This is an 𝑂(𝑛2 ) operation. Following the idea of Kolda et al.
[4] and Fukushima et al. [5], we propose to investigate `skipping'
certain of these update operations in order to reduce the
computational burden. We recognize that omitting to update 𝐻𝑖
on every iteration may lead to an increase in function evaluations
and/or iterations (because we will be using an `older'
approximation to generate some of the search directions), but
any such increase will be offset (in computational terms) by the
reduced number of update operations. In this paper, we intend to
investigate the simplest implementation of this proposal:
namely, that of skipping the update on every second iteration.
This leads to the following general algorithmic form:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Choose 𝑥0 and 𝐻0 ; set 𝑖 = 1.
Compute 𝑝𝑖−1 = 𝐻𝑖−1 𝑔𝑖−1 , perform a line search
along {𝑥𝑖−1 + 𝑡𝑖−1 𝑝𝑖−1 },giving a value of 𝑡𝑖 for 𝑡, and
set 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖−1 + 𝑡𝑝𝑖−1.
Compute 𝑝𝑖 = − 𝐻𝑖 𝑔𝑖 , perform a line search along
{𝑥𝑖 + 𝑡𝑝𝑖 , giving a value of
𝑡𝑖 for 𝑡 , and set
𝑥𝑖+1 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑡𝑖 𝑝𝑖 .
Update 𝐻𝑖−1 to produce 𝐻𝑖+1 .
Check for convergence; if unconverged, then 𝑖 ∶=
𝑖 + 2, and go to step 2.
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III.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The new two-step skipping methods were compared with the
existing twostep methods and the standard one-step BFGS
method (i-e both non-skipping and skipping modes) also. All the
algorithms in these experiments employed the BFGS formula to
update the inverse Hessian approximation
𝐻𝑖 ≝ 𝐵𝑖−1 ,
but(in case of multi-step methods) with the usual vectors𝑠𝑖 and
𝑦𝑖 replaced by 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑤𝑖 in the case of multi-step methods
𝐻𝑖+1 = 𝐻𝑖−1 + (1 +

𝑤𝑖𝑇 𝐻𝑖−1 𝑤𝑖
𝑟𝑖𝑇 𝑤𝑖

)

𝑟𝑖 𝑟𝑖𝑇

𝑟𝑖𝑇 𝑤𝑖

−(

𝐻𝑖−1 𝑤𝑖𝑇 𝑟𝑖𝑇 +𝑟𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑇 𝐻𝑖−1
𝑟𝑖𝑇 𝑤𝑖

)

A total of 15 test functions were employed in the
experiments with dimensions ranging from 2 to 200, raising the
test function set to 93 . These were chosen from standard
problems described in the literature [10]. For each function, four
different starting points were used, giving a total of 372 test
problems.
TABLE I.
No

TEST PROBLEMS AND DIMENSION

Problem

Dimension

3.

Extended Wood
Extended Powell Singular

2, 20, 26,40, 60,
80, 100, 120
4, 12, 24, 48, 68,
92, 112, 140
4, 8, 60, 100, 140

4.

Penalty 1

10, 14, 20, 30

5.

Penalty 2

10, 16, 24, 30

Modified Trigonometric Function

16, 32, 64, 95,
128, 150
18, 36, 72, 90,
108, 144, 186
20, 38, 60, 90,
120, 136, 188
20, 84, 100, 150,
175, 200
28, 52, 85, 118,
190
30, 55, 75, 100,
130, 150
30, 50, 70, 110,
136, 180
33, 44, 66, 88,
110, 176
42, 58, 78 96,
114, 160

1.
2.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Extended Rosenbrock

Broyden Tridiagonal
Discrete Boundary Value
Discrete Integral Equation
Freudenstein and Roth [11]
Variably Dimensioned
Merged Quadratic [11]
Discrete ODE II [12]
Discrete ODE I [13]

TABLE II.
Methods
BFGS Skip
A1 Skip
F1 Skip
A2 Skip
F2 Skip
A3 Skip
F3 Skip

BFGS Skip
A1 Skip
F1 Skip

Evaluations
16142
20276
15507
16206
16307
16321
14753

17788
17607
17419
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No
15

Problem

Dimension

Extended Engvall Function[11]

64, 76, 88, 104,
155, 196

These test functions were classified into the following subsets
(where 𝑛 is the dimension of the vector 𝑥):
1. Low: (2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 20),
2. Medium: (20 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 60),
3. High: (61 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 200),
4. Combined: (2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 200).
(7) In total there were 15, 24 and 54 functions in the `low',
`medium' and `high' subsets, respectively. These gave 60, 96
and 216 test problems in the three subsets. All functions are
from J.J. Mor_e, B.S. Garbow and K.E. Hillstrom [10], unless
otherwise indicated Summaries of the results from this set of
experiments are presented in Table II, III, IV and V. For each
method the total number of function/gradient evaluations,
iterations and time to solve all problems in the given test set is
stated. The best result, incase of function evaluation, for each set
is highlighted with bold textand incase of execution tiom with
bold & italic.
Focusing attention on the results given in Table II and III, we
observe that nearly all the two-step skipping methods are
compatible, and in some cases performing better, with Singlestep BFGS skipping method. Following conclusions can can be
drawn while evaluating the numerical performance of BFGS
skipping method and two-step skipping methods in Table II and
III [1]:






It is proved that in low and medium dimension, in
case of function evaluation, F1 Skip is outperforming
the BFGS Skip method. On the other hand BFGS
Skip is wining on execution time over all the two-step
skipping methods.
The results of single and two step skipping methods
in high dimension illustrates that F1 Skip is
outperforming the BFGS Skip method in, both,
function evaluation and execution time. Though, it
can be noted that in case of computational time A1
Skip is also compatible with BFGS Skip and F1 Skip.
It is evident from the results, provided in Table III,
that F1 Skip is outperforming BFGS Skip in, both,
function evaluation and computational time.

RESULTS FOR SKIPPING CASE
Iterations
10805
1279
10199
10640
10845
10869
9981

10722
10649
10559

Time (sec)
2.39
2.69
2.46
2.68
2.84
2.58
3.05

Problem set

Low

3.19
3.20
3.21
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A2 Skip
F2 Skip
A3 Skip
F3 Skip

17607
17679
17700
17715

10728
10701
10672
10762

3.54
3.63
3.38
3.52

BFGS Skip
A1 Skip
F1 Skip
A2 Skip
F2 Skip
A3 Skip
F3 Skip

42787
42045
42044
42232
42672
42108
42452

25422
25141
25326
25903
25451
25120
25720

18.95
18.34
18.63
19.91
19.80
19.12
19.76

TABLE III.
Methods
BFGS Skip
A1 Skip
F1 Skip
A2 Skip
F2 Skip
A3 Skip
F3 Skip

Evaluations
76717
79928
74970
76045
76656
76129
76622

Methods
BFGS
A1
F1
A2
F2
A3
F3

Evaluations
13095
12098
12123
12468
13099
12115
13551

Time (sec)
24.63
24.32
24.39
26.24
26.35
25.17
26.05

Problem set

Combined

RESULTS FOR NON SKIPPING CASE
Iterations
10665
9720
9490
9652
10357
9226
9976

Time (sec)
2.55
2.42
2.39
2.80
3.04
2.52
2.15

BFGS
A1
F1
A2
F2
A3
F3

16664
13848
14098
15130
13372
13959
15106

15518
12397
12366
13241
12405
12535
12873

4.73
3.98
4.00
4.02
4.56
4.28
4.70

BFGS
A1
F1
A2
F2
A3
F3

44251
34204
34757
35876
33421
35856
33425

42320
31915
31806
32145
31342
33768
33425

40.64
29.64
29.87
31.17
30.14
32.20
31.84
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High

TABLE 3: RESULTS FOR SKIPPING CASE
Iterations
46949
48069
46084
47271
46997
46661
47176

TABLE IV.

Medium

Problem set

Low

Medium

High
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TABLE V.
Methods
BFGS
A1
F1
A2
F2
A3
F3

Evaluations
74010
60150
60978
63474
60243
61930
66058

RESULTS FOR NON SKIPPING CA
Iterations
68503
54032
53662
55038
54104
55529
56279

Time (sec)
48.02
36.13
36.35
38.76
37.83
39.08
39.68

CONCLUSION
Therefore, by above discussion it can be conclude that two Step
Skipping methods (specially F1 Skip) is performing better than
the single step skipping method (BFGS).
On the other hand, following conclusion can be drawn by
comparing the results of skipping methods (Table II, III) and
non skipping methods (Table IV, V):




It is evident that all the skipping methods (single and
two step) are wining on iteration and computational
time in comparison with corresponding non skipping
method. Though, an increase in number of
evaluationcan also be noted in both single and two step
skipping methods.
Over all F1 Skip is winning over skipping and non
skipping versions of single and two step methods.

In future we intend to focus on a technique where decrease
in number of evaluation in the case of skipping methods can be
addressed without losing the property of reduction in
computational time.
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